Helios

- Fully self-contained solar powered unit
- Digital precision with the narrow dead band between set points
- Low install and maintenance costs
- Wireless thermostatic control
- Simple push button commissioning
- Up to 15 diffusers can be configured on single zone
- Scalable Plug & Play functionality- standalone unit easily converted to wireless thermostat
- Architectural OMNI platform for clean look
- Industry-exclusive solar and wireless technology

MODEL:
Helios / Solar-Powered

FINISH:
Standard Finish - #26 White

OVERVIEW
Helios is a brand new line of digital diffusers powered by ambient light. It automatically delivers just the right amount of warm or cool air using a unique digital logic system for more accurate temperate bands. Feel the difference in your comfort, see the difference in your energy bills. When it comes to VAV diffusers, it's time to see the light.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Wall Sensor
Postmaster

Helios VAV digital solar-powered diffuser installed in the ceiling of an office building